
flagships for growth and for 

the Digital Single Market. 

There is still a lot to do, but 

together we can create a 

vibrant (hyper-) connected 

continent. 

 
Peter Friess, DG CONNECT  
 

 

Community Building Event - 

Internet of Things and Plat-

forms for Connected Smart 

Objects , Albert Borschette 

Centre - rue Froissart 36, 

1040 Brussels - room AB-

0D, 07 November 2014. 

The information day will 

provide details on the call 

"Internet of Things and 

Platforms for Connected 

Smart Objects", ICT30 

within the LEIT-ICT part of 

the H2020 programme. The 

call was published and the 

closing date is  April 14th, 

2015, with an indicative 

budget of € 51M. 

 

Horizon 2020 Calls Info 

Day, 17 December 2014, 

Brussels.: Low Power Com-

puting, Internet of Things 

and platforms for smart 

objects, ICT in Factories of 

the Future. The objective of 

the day will be to inform 

the participants about the 

H2020 calls on ICT 4-Low 

Power Computing, ICT 30-

Internet of Things and Plat-

forms for Connected Smart 

Objects, ICT enabled mod-

elling, simulation, analytics 

and forecasting technolo-

gies in FoF-Factories of the 

Future and FoF 9-ICT Inno-

vation for Manufacturing 

SMEs. Additionally to the 

networking possibilities and 

space to present the ideas, 

participants will have the 

possibility to ask questions 

to Commission staff about 

their proposal ideas. 

IoT is no longer science-

fiction but around the cor-

ner, promising to bring 

smart devices everywhere, 

from the fridge to the car, 

from the home to the hospi-

tal to the city. Connected 

devices will be powered by 

intelligence (embedded or 

in the network) to deliver 

new services and applica-

tions. These applications 

will offer significant bene-

fits like helping users save 

energy, reduce traffic jams, 

increase comfort, and get 

better healthcare and in-

creased independence.  

 

The number of IoT connec-

tions within the EU is esti-

mated to increase from ap-

proximately 1.8 million in 

2013 to almost 6 billion in 

2020. A series of announce-

ments -like the acquisition 

of Nest Labs by Google for 

$3.2 billion, the launch of 

Samsung Gear and health-

related wearables and the 

development of Smart 

Home features into Apple's 

iOS- have made IoT an 

increasingly tangible busi-

ness opportunity. Forecasts 

have been consistently on 

the high side for just men-

tioning Cisco estimating 

that the Internet of Things 

has a potential value of $14 

trillion. From the European 

Commission's point of 

view, it would be a strategic 

mistake not to take up the 

challenge to become leader 

in the IoT field. Europe has 

today a unique opportunity 

to use IoT to rejuvenate its 

industry, deal with its aging 

population and transform its 

cities into innovation hubs. 

And it also has strong po-

tential. The EU has already 

massively invested in IoT 

Research and Innovation, 

notably in the areas of em-

bedded systems and cyber-

physical systems, network 

technologies, semantic inter

-operability, operating plat-

forms, security, and generic 

enablers. A series of de-

monstrators have been pro-

duced, from connected toys 

to smart parking to agri-

business. Research results 

are now feeding into inno-

vation, and a series of com-

ponents are now available, 

which could usefully be 

exploited and enhanced by 

the market. At present the 

Commission is currently 

updating its IoT Research 

and Innovation. We just 

opened a call to boost IoT 

ecosystems across silos, 

with a budget of 51 million 

euros. A further initiative 

could be around pilot pro-

jects testing the deployment 

of large amounts of sensors, 

or the interoperability of 

applications in different 

areas. These pilots would 

appropriately fit with the 

objectives called for in the 

European Innovation Part-

nership for Smart Cities, 

eHealth and in the Electron-

ics Leaders Group. Large 

Scale Pilots could also be 

used to investigate accepta-

bility by users and business 

models. This could play an 

important role to address 

security and trust issues in 

an integrated manner and 

could contribute to certifi-

cation and validation in the 

IoT area. A consultation 

was recently launched to 

further investigate these 

elements. 

 

I am confident that the new 

Commission, under the 

leadership of Jean-Claude 

Juncker, will make the In-

ternet of Things one of its 
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iCore project proposed a 

cognitive IoT framework for 

the creation and manage-

ment of smart IoT services 

leveraging on the virtualisa-

tion of real world objects 

and on the use of cognitive 

technologies for real world 

modelling.  

 

In particular the project main 

results contribute to the auto-

mated deployment and adapta-

tion of IoT services, systemat-

ically accounting for Real 

World Knowledge (user situa-

tions and changing needs) and 

System Knowledge (available 

resources). iCore was an in-

dustrially-driven project and 

its solutions have been vali-

dated through prototypes and 

trials in many application 

domains.  

 

The basic architecture 

In its most generic sense, the 

interaction with an iCore sys-

tem is initiated through a Ser-

vice Request generated for the 

purpose of activating data-

streams from IoT objects and 

continuously processing these 

to support an end-user / ICT 

application with a set of pro-

cesses monitoring a situation 

and producing alerts when 

particular conditions are met. 

Such processes, derived from 

service templates are orches-

trated and bound to relevant 

IoT objects using iCore func-

tionality. This is composed of 

the three main levels where 

the bottom one is called Virtu-

al Object (VO) level and is 

meant to semantically and 

reliably represent real-world 

objects, the middle layer is 

called Composite Virtual Ob-

ject (CVO) level and expected 

to provide the means for sim-

ple aggregation of VO func-

tionality, whereas the top 

level, called Service Level 

(SL) is expected to map avail-

ability of underlying CVO/VO 

features to the needs of end-

users and associated IoT ap-

plications.  

 

Figure 1 shows the iCore ar-

chitecture at a first level ap-

proximation, where a Service 

Request is transformed via the 

Service Level functionality 

into a Service Execution Re-

quest, which is then passed to 

the lower CVO/VO levels for 

the selection and activation of 

appropriate objects needed for 

satisfying the request. Behind 

this simple set of processes, 

iCore value stands in the loose 

coupling between service 

requests and actual IoT availa-

ble objects or a combination 

of these, which satisfy the 

request as well as in the ability 

to select these dynamically, 

runtime and purposefully 

through the use of cognitive 

technologies. This value is 

reflected also by the ability of 

iCore system to learn and 

adapt to changing situations 

the way it satisfies requests. 

The figure also shows the 

rough interactions between the 

iCore levels cascaded after the 

Service request, resulting in a 

set of running processes that is 

expected to produce runtime 

notifications and alerts 

throughout execution. 

  

iCore prototypes and 

demonstration trials 

The solutions created by the 

project have been validated 

and showcased in award-

winning demonstrators al-

ready from the first year of 

project execution. Prototyping 

has been realised around the 

four application domains 

(smart home, smart business 

and logistics, smart transport 

and smart meeting) and has 

been showcased at various 

events. Worth noticing that 

iCore demo setups have won 

three awards (runner-up demo 

award and best demo award at 

Mobile Future Summit in 

2012 and 2013 respectively, as 

well as best exhibit award at 

recent IoT360 2014 Summit in 

Rome).    

Furthermore, to go beyond 

simple validation through 

prototyping and explore the 

innovation potential of the 

solutions developed during the 

project, a number of trials 

have been implemented en-

gaging external stakeholders 

and showing the applicability 

of results across many differ-

ent domains. 

In one trial deployed in the 

smart-tourism domain, two 

Athens travel agents were 

engaged to test with their cus-

tomers an iCore supported 

application for tourists visiting 

Enhancing IoT with Cognitive Technologies - iCore project in a nutshell 

Figure 2 - iCore booth at IoT360 event 

Figure 1 - High Level Representation of the iCore Architecture 



The Probe-IT project looking 

at IoT interoperability issues 

has developed and presented 

in June at IOT week first 

6lowpan tests running into an 

open (TTCN-3) test environ-

ment. 

 

To address other important 

IoT protocols, the project has 

further developed another 

demonstrator, using the same 

approach running few CoAP 

conformance test cases 

which was presented at the 

CoAP workshop and Interop-

erability event, end Novem-

ber. 

 

This keeps demonstrating that 

it is possible to develop tests 

for many IoT protocols using 

a same approach which not 

only is addressing important 

issue of time and resources 

optimization but with improve 

level of interoperability, very 

important matter to support 

mass market deployment in 

confidence.  

 

Contact: Philippe Cousin,  

eGlobalMarket 

Email: 

philippe.cousin@eglobalmark

.com 

Web: www.probe-it.eu/?

p=1198 
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different sites around the city. 

Another major part of the trial 

exploited the SmartSantander 

infrastructure for conducting 

experiments for the large-

scale evaluation and valida-

tion of the integrated iCore 

architecture and concepts. 

This trial provided feedback 

for the “software industrialisa-

tion” of the iCore platform 

and for the improvement of 

iCore components and inter-

faces. 

Another trial focused on peo-

ple safety (i.e. context of a 

VIP visits) and evacuation 

management in a smart urban 

area in case of threats such as 

toxic chemical cloud, crowds 

panic and aggressive people 

behaviour. This trial was pro-

moted and supported by big 

industry players and was 

meant to illustrate how iCore 

predictive modelling can be 

used to support decision mak-

ing and optimise the usage of 

network resources through 

situation-aware surveillance. 

A third trial foresaw the de-

ployment of a “smart IoT” 

system able to continuously 

locate and assess status and 

maintenance needs of medical 

equipment in a large unit of a 

hospital in Trento and route 

operators to these objects in a 

situation-aware way. This trial 

was meant to show the value 

iCore can bring to SMEs in 

reducing time-to-market for 

deploying solutions for the 

management of spatio-

temporal IoT generated events 

in a variety of application 

domains.  

 

Conclusion/Outlook 

At a wider European scale 

iCore contributes to the next 

wave of IoT services and ap-

plications, those that can 

evolve autonomously foster-

ing adoption from more 

“general public” users rather 

than just early adopters. Most 

of the project deliverables will 

be publicly available via the 

iCore website at www.iot-

icore.eu, as well as some of 

the code developed in the 

project, which will be made 

available through IERC AC1 

Open Platforms repository.  

 

Contacts:  

Raffaele Giaffreda (CREATE-

NET, Italy) 

(Project Coordinator) 

Email:  

raffaele.giaffreda@create-

The main objective of The 

Activity Chain 3 - Application 

scenarios, Pilots and Innova-

tion within the European Re-

search Cluster on the Internet 

of Things (IERC) is to assess 

the innovation and impact of 

IERC projects with the goal of 

fostering considerable com-

mercial and industrial oppor-

tunities for European IoT.  

 

In addition, AC3 aims to ad-

vise on coordinated showcas-

ing of IERC projects results at 

various IoT related events. In 

its current settings, AC3 has 

been active since January 

2014 under the coordination 

of Maurizio Spirito 

(ALMANAC, ISMB, IT),  

Vera Stavroulaki (iCore, Uni-

versity of Piraeus, GR) and 

Raffaele Giaffreda (iCore, 

CREATE-NET, IT). 

 

To achieve its goals, during 

April – June 2014  AC3 pre-

pared a questionnaire, distrib-

uted it within the IERC Clus-

ter community and analysed 

responses. Feedback from 9 

projects of the IERC Cluster 

was received and reported in a 

first inventory document, 

delivered in June 2014. The 

inventory will be revised year-

ly as part of the AC3 work.  

 

The inventory includes a map-

ping of the tangible outcomes 

(i. e., pilots/trials/proof-of-

concepts/prototypes/

demonstrators) delivered by 

the IERC Projects to the IoT-

A ARM (Architecture Refer-

ence Model), as well as a 

classification of their func-

tionalities/components with 

respect to their Technology 

Readiness Level (TRL), reusa-

bility, openness, interoperabil-

ity.  

 

Information about application 

areas addressed - or potential-

ly addressable – by the differ-

ent projects is also provided 

along with an analysis of tar-

get markets, stakeholders, end

-users and customers.  

 

Finally, ideas for an IERC 

Cluster-wide showcasing plan 

is included, including infor-

mation about possible events, 

application areas, set-ups, 

potential joint demos among 

different projects. 

 

In this first year of activities, 

the AC3 has also organized a 

full-day Session at IoT Week 

2014 (June 2014) in London, 

coordinated the preparation of 

the chapter “Internet of Things 

Applications – From Research 

and Innovation to Market 

Deployment” of the IERC 

2014 Cluster Book (June 

2014) and supported coordi-

nated project demonstrations 

at the iOT360 Summit on 

October 28 – 29, 2014 in 

Rome. 

 

On-going activities aim at 

further refining the tangible 

outcomes analysis.  

 

Contacts:  

Maurizio Spirito (ALMANAC, 

ISMB, Italy) 

(Activity Chain Coordinator) 

 

Vera Stavroulaki (iCore, Uni-

versity of Piraeus, Greece) 

(Activity Chain Coordinator) 

 

Raffaele Giaffreda (iCore, 

CREATE-NET, Italy) 

IoT Application scenarios, Pilots and Innovation 
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The BUTLER project has 

laid foundations for a user 

oriented, context-aware 

Internet of Things, through 

key scientific break-

throughs, reusable techno-

logical components and the 

organisation of an open 

community.  

 

The BUTLER project has 

been a major contributor to 

IoT research in Europe, over 

the three year of the project, 

the partners have published in 

more than 85 peer reviewed 

conferences, 18 peer reviewed 

journals, and filled several 

patents. The project contribu-

tion to excellent research has 

been several times distin-

guished by “best papers 

awards” in international re-

search conferences. 

Among the major contribu-

tions of the project, BUTLER 

has provided an integrated 

architecture model [1] for 

context-aware IoT applica-

tions, cutting across communi-

cation layers, integrating loca-

tion, security and behaviour 

modelling, and addressing 

horizontal application do-

mains. This architecture mod-

el is building on existing ef-

forts such as FI-WARE and 

IoT-A and supported by other 

industry standards body, such 

as OMA, OAuth, SAML 2.0 

or OSGi. 

The components of this archi-

tecture have been developed 

by the project in a modular 

approach, some reaching al-

ready a high level of technolo-

gy readiness: The BUTLER 

gateway [2] provides a unify-

ing platform that bridges the 

communication between the 

physical and virtual worlds. It 

provides an abstraction layer 

in order to access to IoT de-

vices from various manufac-

turers using different proto-

cols. The abstraction is based 

on a service oriented approach 

that allows better management 

of the dynamicity of the envi-

ronments, easier and faster 

application development and 

other additional features such 

as service discovery, lookup, 

run-time binding and manage-

ment. 

The project has gone up to the 

deployment of some of its 

technologies as field trials on 

various domains. This in-

cludes a large scale deploy-

ment in the City of Santan-

der of the “Smart Shop-

ping” [3] application: a system 

able to alert merchants about 

the optimal moments for send-

ing notifications to citizens 

based on an analysis of city 

context information: city 

agenda, parking information, 

banking information, environ-

mental data... 

As the project evolved toward 

field trial and lives deploy-

ments, the project has ad-

dressed several ethical issues 

related with the Internet of 

Things. A comprehensive 

analysis [4] of ethics, privacy 

and data protection in the 

IoT has been produced by the 

project. Together with the 

project guidelines for end 

users involvement (deliverable 

1.2) and privacy enabling 

technologies (deliverable 2.1) 

they provide a complete 

framework for a responsible, 

privacy aware and user orient-

ed IoT.  

As presented above, the BUT-

LER project has developed 

many exploitable results, and 

each member of the consorti-

um has clear plans to exploit 

the result of the project (more 

than 40 individual exploitable 

items have been identified, 

with clear associated plans 

and TRL ranging from 5 to 9). 

In addition to these numerous 

individual opportunities, the 

project has developed com-

mon exploitation plans that 

will continue the most promis-

ing opportunities of the pro-

ject and that for some of them 

already reach even beyond the 

existing consortium.  

The BUTLER project has 

initiated the Open Platforms 

initiative [5] whose objective 

is to provide a far reaching, 

open and modular set of tech-

nologies for the development 

of the IoT. The BUTLER 

project has launched the Open 

Platforms portal (open-

platforms.eu). The objective 

of the portal is to reference the 

open technologies that can be 

used to create Internet of 

Things applications but also to 

document their interoperabil-

ity, relationships, and refer-

ence to existing use cases, 

infrastructures and deploy-

ments. This will enable the 

discovery, support and reuse 

of IoT component beyond the 

end of the projects. Newcom-

ers to IoT application develop-

ment will be able to discover 

existing models, libraries, 

tools, use cases, and deploy-

ments through complex que-

ries including IPR, TRL, 

service level, and relation-

ships with other compo-

nents, effectively mapping the 

whole IoT Ecosystem. The 

open approach of a “platform 

of platforms” proposed here is 

a guarantee to address not 

only current foreseen IoT 

scenarios but also to be able to 

adapt to emerging needs. The 

BUTLER project has been 

joined by other EU project in 

this initiative, and the Open 

Platform Initiative has become 

a part of the IERC, as activity 

chain 1.  

Among the BUTLER compo-

nents that will be part of the 

Open Platform initiative, some 

assemble important sub 

groups of the consortium, 

committed to an open source 

approach. They form the core 

of an open source community 

that will pursue together the 

developments of the project. 

The BUTLER Gateway is 

among the most comprehen-

sive, assembling at least 7 

members of the consortium. 

Each partner involved in these 

common initiatives has a clear 

plan and agenda in a short 

term after the end of the pro-

ject.  

The project has also resulted 

in reinforced or new link be-

tween members of the consor-

tium across the value chain of 

the Internet of Things, match-

ing devices providers to inte-

grated solution provider that 

reach the market. These future 

BUTLER Main Achievements 

http://open-platforms.eu/
http://open-platforms.eu/


The Probe-IT project looking 

at IoT interoperability issues 

has developed and presented 

in June at IOT week first 

6lowpan tests running into an 

open (TTCN-3) test environ-

ment. 

 

To address other important 

IoT protocols, the project has 

further developed another 

demonstrator, using the same 

approach running few CoAP 

conformance test cases 

which was presented at the 

CoAP workshop and Interop-

erability event, end Novem-

ber. 

 

This keeps demonstrating that 

it is possible to develop tests 

for many IoT protocols using 

a same approach which not 

only is addressing important 

issue of time and resources 

optimization but with improve 

level of interoperability, very 

important matter to support 

mass market deployment in 
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commercial connections have 

been enabled by the integra-

tion of the research results of 

the project and by the early 

deployments in the project 

trials. Through this process 

the SMEs of the consortium 

(ZigPos, TST sistemas, Maya 

technologies) have been able 

to develop new solution that 

will reach the market in a 

short time frame after the end 

of the project with direct link 

with other consortium mem-

bers.   

Contacts:  

Bertrand Copigneaux 

Email: B.Copigneaux@inno-

group.com 

At the International Conference 

of Data Protection and Privacy 

Commissioners in Mauritius 

this week, representatives of 

the private sector and academia 

joined together to discuss the 

positive changes and attendant 

risks that the internet of things 

and big data may bring to daily 

life.  Attendees memorialized 

the observations and conclu-

sions of their discussions in a 

Declaration on the Internet of 

Things and a Resolution on Big 

Data. The documents are not, 

of course, binding. But, the fact 

that the Declaration and Reso-

lution drew the consensus of a 

large gathering of international 

data protection regulators ren-

ders them relevant indicators of 

direction of data privacy poli-

cies and trends. The Mauritius 

Declaration on the Internet of 

Things and the Resolution on 

Big Data set out principles and 

recommendations designed to 

reduce the risks associated with 

the collection and use of data 

for players in the connected 

devices and big data ecosys-

tems.  The Declaration and 

Resolution both begin by ac-

knowledging that connected 

devices and big data have the 

capacity to make our lives easi-

er, including by providing ben-

efits such as predicting the 

spread of epidemics and com-

batting pollution. But, the doc-

uments also acknowledge that 

the Internet of Things and big 

data raise “important concerns 

with regard to the privacy of 

the individuals and civil rights, 

protections against discrimina-

tory outcomes and infringe-

ments of the right to equal 

treatment.” Against this back-

drop, the Declaration and  Res-

olution make the following key 

observations and recommenda-

tions: 

 

Mauritius Declaration on the 

Internet of Things 

 Self-determination is an inal-

ienable right for all human 

beings. 

 Data obtained from connect-

ed devices is “high in quanti-

ty, quality and sensitivity” 

and, as such, “should be re-

garded and treated as person-

al data.” 

 Those offering connected 

devices “should be clear 

about what data they collect, 

for what purposes and how 

long this data is retained.” 

 Privacy by design should 

become a key selling point of 

innovative technologies. 

 Data should be processed 

locally, on the connected 

device itself. Where it is not 

possible to process data lo-

cally, companies should en-

sure end-to-end encryption. 

 Data protection and privacy 

authorities should seek ap-

propriate enforcement action 

when the law has been 

breached. 

 All actors in the Internet of 

Things ecosystem “should 

engage in a strong, active and 

constructive debate” on the 

implications of the internet of 

things and the choices to be 

made. 

 Implement privacy by design. 

 Be transparent about what 

data is collected, how data is 

processed, for what purposes 

data will be used, and wheth-

er data will be distributed to 

third parties. 

 Define the purpose of collec-

tion at the time of collection 

and, at all times, limit use of 

the data to the defined pur-

pose. 

 Obtain consent. 

 Collect and store only the 

amount of data necessary for 

the intended lawful purpose. 

 Allow individuals access to 

data maintained about them, 

information on the source of 

the data, key inputs into their 

profile, and any algorithms 

used to develop their profile. 

 Allow individuals to correct 

and control their information. 

 Conduct a privacy impact 

assessment. 

 Consider data anonymiza-

tion. 

 Limit and carefully control 

access to personal data. 

 Conduct regular reviews to 

verify if results from profil-

ing are “responsible, fair and 

ethical and compatible with 

and proportionate to the pur-

pose for which the profiles 

are being used.” 

 Allow for manual assess-

ments of any algorithmic 

profiling outcomes with 

“significant effects to indi-

viduals.” 

Data Protection Officials Adopt Internet of Things Declaration 

[1] BUTLER Project, «Integrated System Architecture and Initial Pervasive BUTLER proof of    con-

cept», BUTLER Deliverable 3.2, 2013. 

[2] BUTLER Project, «BUTLER Smart Gateway on Open Platforms Portal», 2014. [Online]. Avai-

lable: http://open-platforms.eu/library/butler-smart-gateway/. 

[3] BUTLER Project, «Smart Shopping Trial», 2014. [Online]. Available: http://open-platforms.eu/

app_deployment/butler-smart-shopping-trial/. 

[4] BUTLER Project, «Deliverable 1.4 Ethics, Privacy and Data Protection in the IoT», 2013. 

[5] IERC Activity Chain 1, «Open Platforms Portal», 2014. [Online]. Available: http://open-

platforms.eu/. 
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ence was able to gather in-

sights into opportunities and 

challenges as we move from 

connecting “everybody every-

where” to “everything every-

where”. While focus on wire-

less technology research will 

enable within few years access 

speeds in the region of 1Gbps 

(Prof. Maurizio Decina) there 

is still commitment towards 

the design of flexible net-

works that can offer the right 

performance according to 

what type of edge devices 

they are connecting.  

 

A common trend that was 

outlined in many sessions 

throughout the summit was 

the increasing empowerment 

of the network edges as a 

means to support envisaged 

billions of connected objects 

without unnecessarily over-

loading and / or grinding to a 

halt the operation of the core 

network. From the perspective 

of application domains, auto-

motive and health came on top 

of the list: this is where IoT is 

envisaged will bring the big-

gest business opportunities.  

 

To support the innovation spin 

of the event, IoT360 Summit 

also featured many contribu-

tions from representatives of 

recently formed SMEs, grow-

ing their business in the do-

main of the Internet of Things. 

More specifically the booming 

London IoT community was 

well represented with Mischa 

Dohler (Worldsensing, King’s 

College) and Usman Haque 

(Xively, Thingful.net, Um-

brellium), Michela Magas 

(Stromatolite), Dom Guinard 

(Evrythng) as well as the com-

munity of open platforms and 

makers with Martin Spindler, 

Claudio Carnevali and Simone 

Cicero animating a lively 

discussion with Charalampos 

Doukas (CREATE-NET). 

 

A common view that emerged 

amongst many of these inno-

vators was that European IoT 

community started its journey 

already few years back with 

worldwide leadership, which 

it somehow failed to retain as 

IoT technology made its way 

up to the peak of popularity in 

the Gartner Hype-Cycle.  

 

The main message however 

was that huge opportunities 

still remain. There is now the 

need to ensure the research 

community can be more ex-

posed to understanding the 

difference between products 

and prototypes; heterogeneity 

is to be embraced rather than 

tamed with cumbersome com-

prehensive interoperable solu-

tions that are unpractical to 

use; IoT-harvested data should 

be structured around user 

consent (to strive where Euro-

pean consumers have unique 

needs); the importance of 

creating markets by engaging 

users while designing / de-

ploying solutions was also 

enhanced during the Summit, 

as well as the fact that merg-

ing powerful edges with IoT 

sensing and actuation will 

enable moving towards new 

“skillset delivery networks” 

IoT360 Summit, Rome - Reporting from the event 

On 28th and 29th October the 

first EAI IoT360 Summit was 

held in Rome under the patron-

age of the European Commis-

sion – Representation in Italy. 

 

The event, aimed at fostering 

innovation in Europe in the 

context of Internet of Things 

(IoT), attracted a wide audience 

of well engaged participants, 

offering a rich combination of 

exhibits, innovation-oriented 

sessions and speakers with 

proven experience in the do-

main of turning research ideas 

into successful businesses.  

 

The Summit was opened with a 

welcome message from EC 

Representation in Italy Marilena 

Berardo, Prof. Tiziana Catarci 

from La Sapienza and EAI and 

CREATE-NET President Im-

rich Chlamtac, all highlighting 

the importance of turning inno-

vation into growth and opportu-

nities in this booming IoT do-

main. 

 

Big industry was represented 

well across manufacturing and 

telecom operators domains, 

with keynotes from Ericsson 

(Jan Färjh) and IBM (Gabi Zo-

dik) as well as panels from lead-

ing experts of Telecom Italia 

(Roberto Minerva, Fabio Bel-

lifemine), SK Telecom (Kang-

Won Lee), Alcatel Lucent Bell 

Labs (Fahim Kawsar) and 

standard bodies like OMG and 

Industrial Internet Consortium 

(Richard M. Soley). 

 

From this industry-segment 

world-class speakers, the audi-

IoT360 Summit Opening (R. Giaffreda, M. 

Berardo, T. Catarci, I. Chlamtac) 
Mischa Dohler and Usman Haque at IoT360 
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iCore

o

Empowering IoT through Cognitive Technologies

ICT Proposers’ Day 2014, 09-10 October, Florence, Italy  

Internet of Things and Platforms for Connected Smart Objects: ICT30 on Internet of Things and 

Platforms for Connected Smart Objects cuts across several LEIT-ICT technological areas (smart sys-

tems integration, cyber-physical systems, smart networks, big data) and brings together different gener-

ic ICT technologies and their stakeholder constituencies to develop technological platforms which will 

have a strong influence on the way in which we live and work. 

 

The purpose of the session was to give a comprehensive view on the research objective and to prepare 

the ground for the development of related ecosystems. 

ments in the context of IoT 

(Ari Sorsaniemi talking about 

upcoming deadline for IoT 

collaborative projects in LEIT

-ICT H2020 workpro-

gramme).  

 

The busy schedule of the 

IoT360 Summit also featured 

a whole track dedicated to 

innovation matters, with 

speakers from acceleration 

programmes, IPR monetiza-

tion experts and private fund-

ing representatives. 

 

On the exhibit front partici-

pants also had the chance to 

see a wide variety of demos 

and vote for their preferred 

one, with the stand of the EU 

iCore project scoring the high-

est number of preferences and 

winning the best-exhibit 

award.  

 

The event attendance num-

bers, as well as the highly 

positive response and feed-

back from the audience, part-

ners and speakers, confirmed 

the community interest for this 

IoT360 Summit, strategically 

positioned to bridge the gaps 

between researchers commu-

nity-only conferences and 

more business oriented type of 

events. The Summit was a 

first of a series in the domain 

of IoT innovation and is due 

to take place on a yearly basis 

from now on.  

 

Author: 

R. Giaffreda (CREATE-NET) 

paradigms. These were the key 

messages that came out of the 

two-day summit discussions on 

technology and innovation. 

Besides these more technology 

oriented tracks, to achieve the 

promised 360 degrees coverage 

of the IoT innovation landscape, 

the Summit also included ses-

sions dedicated to consensus-

building enablers, focusing on 

the importance of standardiza-

tion and social-acceptance.  

 

Attendants of the Summit also 

took the possibility of exposing 

and discussing their ideas with 

funding and IPR experts follow-

ing a whole plenary session on 

funding opportunities for IoT, 

where the European Commis-

sion also took the stage to illus-

trate Horizon2020 new require-

iCore Team with Best IoT360 Exhibit Award 



November 

 

 Connected Fleets USA 2014 
20-21 November 2014, Westin Buckhead, Atlanta, GA, USA 

 2014 Internet of Things Applications 
19-20 November, Santa Clara, CA, USA 

 IoT World Forum, 2014  
12-13 November 2014, London, UK 

 IoT Korea Exhibition 2014 
05-07 November 2014 

 Internet of Things and Platforms for Connected Smart Objects - ICT-30-2015 
07 November 2014, Brussels, Belgium 

 IoT/RFID World Congress 2014 
05-07 November 2014 

 

December 

 
 International Conference on Cloud Computing and Internet of Things 

13-14 December 2014, Changchun, China 

 ITU Telecom World 2014 
07-10 December 2014, Doha, Qatar 

 IEEE GLOBECOM 2014 Industry Workshop on the Internet of Things and Services 
08 December 2014, Austin, TX, USA 

 IoT Connect 14 
02-03 December 2014, Parkroyal Darling Harbour, Sydney, Australia 

IoT Events 

The “European Research 
Cluster on the Internet of 
Things-IERC"  
 
Established as part of Eu-
rope’s ambition to shape a 
future Internet of Things 
for its businesses and citi-
zens.  

ABOUT IERC  
IoT European Research Cluster  
The aim of European Research Cluster on the Internet of 
Things is to address the large potential for IoT-based capabili-
ties in Europe and to coordinate the convergence of ongoing 
activities.  
European Dimension  
IoT has the potential to enhance Europe's competitiveness 
and is an important driver for the development of an infor-
mation based economy and society. A wide range of research 
and application projects in Europe have been set up in differ-
ent application fields. Communication between these projects 
is an essential requirement for a competitive industry and for 
a secure, safe and privacy preserving deployment of IoT in 
Europe.  
Global Dimension  
IERC will facilitate the knowledge sharing at the global level 
and will encourage and exchange best practice and new busi-
ness models that are emerging in different parts of the world. 
In this way, measures accompanying research and innovation 
efforts are considered to assess the impact of the Internet of 
Things at global and industrial level, as well as at the organi-
sational level.  


